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A novel path sampling method for the calculation of rate constants
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We derive a novel efficient scheme to measure the rate constant of transitions between stable states
separated by high free energy barriers in a complex environment within the framework of transition
path sampling. The method is based on directly and simultaneously measuring the fluxes through
many phase space interfaces and increases the efficiency with at least a factor of 2 with respect to
existing transition path sampling rate constant algorithms. The new algorithm is illustrated on the
isomerization of a diatomic molecule immersed in a simple fluid. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1562614#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The calculation of rate constants of activated proces
dominated by rare events, chemical reactions being a pr
example, is still one of the major computational challeng
As transition rates depend exponentially on the activat
barrier height, the expectation time for an event can exc
current computer capabilities by many orders of magnitu
As a result most chemical reactions cannot be simulated
direct molecular dynamics~MD! methods, except those wit
very low activation energies. The conventional way to tac
this time scale problem is based on transition state the
~TST! and separates the problem in two steps.1–4 The first
step is the calculation of the free energy barrier as func
of a reaction coordinate, the second stage is the calcula
of the transmission coefficient by sampling fleeting trajec
ries departing from the top of the barrier. If the reacti
coordinate is well chosen, the top of the free energy bar
corresponds to points in phase space close to the true tr
tion state, and the transmission coefficient will have a r
sonable value. However, in high dimensional complex s
tems the choice of reaction coordinate can be extrem
difficult and usually requires detaileda priori knowledge of
the transition mechanism. Consequently, an intuitively c
sen but wrong reaction coordinate can result in a very
transmission coefficient, and hence a statistically inaccu
or immeasurable rate constant.

Chandler and co-workers5–9 devised a method for which
no prior knowledge of the system is needed. This meth
called transition path sampling~TPS!, gathers a collection o
trajectories connecting the reactant to the product region
employing a Monte Carlo~MC! algorithm. The resulting
path ensemble can be used to elucidate reaction mechan
transition states, and reaction coordinates. The TPS me
has been successfully used on such diverse systems as c
isomerization, autodissociation of water, ion pair dissociat
and on isomerization of a dipeptide, as well a reactions
aqueous solution~see Ref. 8 for an overview!. Just as in the
conventional case mentioned above, an additional sec
simulation is needed to determine the rate constant wi
TPS. This simulation combines the path sampling meth
7760021-9606/2003/118(17)/7762/13/$20.00
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with the umbrella sampling technique to estimate the pr
ability to reach the product state from the initial reacta
state. The final macroscopic rate constant is given by a
teau in the time derivative of a correlation function.7 In case
of two distinct stable states this plateau region should alw
exist at times longer than the typical molecular relaxat
time. However, when reaction pathways are complex a
exhibit multiple recrossings, these typical molecular rela
ation timescales can be relatively long. In that case the T
rate constant calculation is computationally expensive, as
path length must exceed these time scales.

In this paper we improve the efficiency of the TPS ra
constant calculation on several points by introducing an
ternative scheme for calculating reaction rates, named t
sition interface sampling~TIS!. The first of these improve-
ments is allowing the path length to vary, so that by a w
chosen definition of the stable states we can limit the len
of each path to the strict minimum. Second, the new met
is based on the effective positive flux through dividing su
faces or interfaces and is consequently much less sensitiv
multiple recrossings or diffusive barrier crossings. Third, t
number of different types of Monte Carlo moves is reduc
making the implementation of the algorithm conceptua
simpler.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we brie
describe the existing algorithms and present the theore
derivation for the TIS rate constant expression. The imp
mentation of the algorithm is discussed in Sec. III. We illu
trate the algorithm on a diatomic molecule in a fluid of r
pulsive particles and make a quantitative comparison to
original TPS calculation in Sec. IV. We end with concludin
remarks in Sec. V.

II. THEORY

A. Transition state theory and the calculation
of rate constants

Consider a dynamical system in which transitions c
take place between two stable statesA andB. If the barrier
betweenA andB is sufficiently high, the system will show
exponential relaxation for which the forward and backwa
2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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rate constantskAB and kBA are well defined and can be ex
pressed in terms of microscopic properties. Measuring th
rate constants by computer simulation is traditionally do
by the two stage Bennett–Chandler~BC! procedure based o
the principles of TST.3,4 The first step is the calculation of th
reversible work or free energy to bring the system fro
stable stateA to the transition state. This free energyF(l)
has to be calculated as a function of a suitably chosen r
tion coordinatel. This l can be a complex function of a
particle coordinatesr and momentap: l5l(x), with x
[$r ,p%. The maximum inF(l) defines the transition stat
dividing surfacel* .10,11By convention, the system is inA if
l(x),l* and inB if l(x).l* .

The main assumption in TST is that any trajectory co
ing from A and crossing the transition state dividing surfa
l(x)5l* will remain at theB side of the dividing surface
for a long time. The reaction rate can therefore be expres
as the positive flux through the multidimensional dividin
surfacel* ,

kAB
TST5 lim

Dt→0

1

Dt

^u~l* 2l~x0!!u~l~xDt!2l* !&

^u~l* 2l!&

5
^l̇~x0!d~l~x0!2l* !u~ l̇~x0!!&

^u~l* 2l!&

5^l̇~x0!u~ l̇~x0!!&l*
e2bF(l* )

*2`
l* e2bF(l)dl

, ~1!

wherext specifies the set of coordinates and momenta of
system at timet, the dots denote derivatives with respect
time t, the bracketŝ¯& denote equilibrium ensemble ave
ages, andu(x) andd(x) are the Heaviside step-function an
the Dirac delta function, respectively. In the last equality
Eq. ~1! the connection to the reversible workF(l) is made,
and b51/kBT, wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant andT is
the temperature. The subscriptl* to the ensemble brackets
indicates that the ensemble is constrained to the top of
barrierl* .

We consider the system to be completely determini
and thus we can writext5 f (xt8 ,t2t8)5 f (x0 ,t), in which f
is the time-propagator function. Evaluation of the functi
f (x,t) requires integrating the equations of motion over
time interval t starting with configurationx. Nevertheless,
the equations derived in this paper are still valid when
plied to stochastic dynamics.

Even when the TST assumption is accurate, it can
extremely difficult to find a proper reaction coordinate f
which recrossings do not occur. As a result a wrong cho
for the reaction coordinate will give a much lower free e
ergy barrier than the real activation free energy and will c
respondingly overestimate the rate constant. Figure 1 il
trates that Eq.~1! overcounts trajectories. One can correct
this overcounting by multiplying the TST rate constant w
the transmission coefficientk(t) to obtain the true rate con
stant

kAB~ t !5kAB
TSTk~ t !. ~2!
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The calculation of the time dependent transmission
efficientk(t) constitutes the second part of the two stage
procedure.3,4 k(t) belongs to the approximate dividing su
face l* ,1–4 and can be determined by taking an ensem
average of many short trajectories starting from the divid
surface,

k~ t !5
1

^l̇~x0!u~ l̇~x0!!&l*

^l̇~x0!u~l~xt!2l* !&l* .

~3!

After a short molecular timetmol the trajectories are commit
ted to a stable state andk(t), and hencekAB(t), become
constant: the transmission coefficientk, and the rate constan
kAB , respectively. It is however important to start sufficien
close to the true transition state dividing surface. Otherw
the transmission coefficient will be extremely low, makin
an accurate estimate of the rate constant problematic or e
impossible. In many cases, in particular for complex co
densed matter systems, a sufficiently close reaction coo
nate is difficult to find and requires considerablea priori
knowledge about the system.

FIG. 1. The thin solid curves show the two-dimensional free energy la
scape in the contour plot.l is the chosen reaction coordinate,q represents
all other degrees of freedom.A andB denote the state regions. The vertic
line atl* corresponds to the maximum in the free energy functionF(l) as
is shown at the right upper side. The free energy as function of the i
reaction coordinate is also shown at the right lower side. This reac
coordinate is a complex function of all degrees of freedoml ideal

5l ideal(l,q) and the corresponding free energy function has its maxim
at the true transition state dividing surfacel ideal5l ideal* . This true dividing
surface is the dashed curved line. The corresponding free energy barr
much more narrow and higher than the artificial barrier due to the incor
reaction coordinate. Four possible trajectories are shown. The black
arrows indicate a positive flux through the surfacel* and the white solid
arrows indicate the negative fluxes. TST rate expression~1! counts all posi-
tive fluxes of trajectories I, II, and III. Consequently, nontrue reactive eve
like I and III have an artificial contribution to the rate constant and a
trajectory II is overcounted one time. To correct for this, one can calcu
the transmission coefficientk. In the TPS equation~4!, if lA5lB5l* ,
trajectories III and IV are not counted because of thehA(x0) term. Trajec-
tories I and II are correctly counted in the final summation due to
cancellation of positive and negative flux terms.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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B. Transition path sampling

Transition path sampling~TPS! is developed to over-
come the difficulties mentioned above.5–9 Its main advantage
is that no prior knowledge of the transition state is need
The rate constant in TPS is expressed as the time deriva
of a general time correlation function.

kAB
TPS~ t !5

d

dt
C~ t !, C~ t !5

^hA~x0!hB~xt!&

^hA~x0!&
, ~4!

in which hA(x) and hB(x) are the characteristic function
defined by

hA~x!51, if xPA, else hA~x!50,
~5!

hB~x!51, if xPB, else hB~x!50.

In case of a single order parameterl(xt) describing the
transition, the phase space regionsA andB are defined bylA

and lB : xtPA if l(xt),lA and xtPB if l(xt).lB .
Knowledge of the precise location of the dividing surfa
l* , lA,l* ,lB , is not required in TPS. Therefore, th
order parameterl does usually not correspond to the reacti
coordinate.

The microscopic expression for the rate constant in
~4! is time dependent, while the phenomenological rate c
stant is not. However, just as the transmission coeffic
k(t) becomes a constant, the time dependent func
kAB

TPS(t) reaches a plateau after a molecular time scaletmol .
The phenomenological rate constant is equal to the pla
value,kAB5kAB

TPS(T). This plateau region should always e
ist for timesT between the molecular timescale and the ch
acteristic reaction time:tmol,T!t rxn . In other words,T is
larger than the time scale to commit to one of the sta
states, but much shorter than the expectation timet rxn of a
completely new reactive event. If we takelA5lB5l* and
the limit t→01, Eq. ~4! transforms into the expression fo
the positive reactive flux or, equivalently, the TST equat
~1!. For t.0, however, the reactive flux measured by Eq.~4!
no longer consists of purely positive contributions. The fin
rate constant is a sum of positive and negative fluxes,
thus the overcounting of trajectories in Eq.~1! is circum-
vented~see Fig. 1!.

We can rewrite the time dependent rate constant of
~4! into7

kAB
TPS~ t !5

^ḣB~ t !&A,HB(T)

^hB~ t8!&A,HB(T)
•C~ t8!, ~6!

where HB(T)5max0,t,T hB(xt) and ^¯&A,HB(T) denotes an
average on the ensemble of paths of fixed lengthT starting in
A and enteringB at least once.7 These ensemble averages a
evaluated using a Monte Carlo procedure employing
shootingandshiftingmoves.6 The two factors in Eq.~6! have
to be evaluated separately. First, a path sampling simula
is performed to computêhB(t)&A,HB(T) in the interval@0,T#.
The path lengthT must be long enough for the time deriv
tive to display a plateau. Subsequently, one chooses at8 in
interval @0,T# and computesC(t8) using the path sampling
in combination with an umbrella sampling technique.7 A
drawback of the TPS rate constant calculation is that
Downloaded 14 Jan 2008 to 134.58.253.57. Redistribution subject to AIP
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function kAB
TPS(t) can be strongly oscillatory because of r

crossings and will reach a plateau only after a relatively lo
time. The path length in TPS must exceed the typical tim
cale of these oscillations, and consequently, in that case
is computationally costly.

C. Transition interface sampling

Just as the BC and the TPS rate constant algorithms
TIS method is based on a flux calculation. In contrast
these schemes, however, TIS measures the effective pos
flux.12 instead of a conditional general flux as in Eq.~4! or
Eq. ~3!. This implies that only positive terms contribute
the rate, allowing for faster numerical convergence. A flux
normally defined through a hypersurface in phase space
fined by an order parameter, the reaction coordinate. B
similar to the TPS case, we do not want to suffer from a b
choice of reaction coordinate. Therefore, instead of usin
single dividing surface, we introduce a series of interfac
through which we measure this flux. We then derive an
pression that relates the flux through a certain interface to
flux through an interface which is closer toA to replace the
expensive TPS umbrella sampling procedure.

In order to formulate a proper flux, we have to divide t
entire phase space into two complementary regions ca
overall statesA andB. These states do not only depend
the position at the time of consideration but also on its p
behavior. Overall stateA covers all phase space points lyin
inside stable regionA, which constitutes the largest part, b
also all phase space points that visitA, before reachingB
when the equations of motion are integrated backward
time. Similarly, stateB comprises stable stateB and all phase
points, coming directly from this state in the past, i.e. wit
out having been inA. It is useful to generalize the charac
teristic functions in Eq.~5! for an arbitrary phase space re
gion V,

hV~x!51, if xPV, else hV~x!50. ~7!

For each phase pointx and each phase space regionV we
can determine the minimum~first entrance! times tV

b (x) and
tV

f (x) needed to reachV starting from configurationx by
integrating the equations of motion backward and forward
time, respectively,

tV
b ~x![2max@$tuhV~ f ~x,t !!51∧t<0%#,

~8!
tV

f ~x![1min@$tuhV~ f ~x,t !!51∧t>0%#,

where the min and max function return, respectively,
lowest and highest value of their arguments. In addition, i
useful to define for each phase pointx and each set of two
nonoverlapping phase space regions$V1 ,V2% the following
characteristic functions:

h̄V1 ,V2

b ~x!5H 1 if hV1
~ f ~x,2tV1øV2

b ~x!!!51,

0 otherwise,
~9!

h̄V1 ,V2

f ~x!5H 1 if hV1
~ f ~x,1tV1øV2

f ~x!!!51,

0 otherwise.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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In other words, these functions measure whether a trajec
reachesV1 beforeV2 or not. As the system is ergodic, eac
phase space region will be visited in finite time and th
h̄V1 ,V2

b (x)1h̄V2 ,V1

b (x)5h̄V1 ,V2

f (x)1h̄V2 ,V1

f (x)51 for any

x. Using these definitions the characteristic functions for
overall statesA andB are given by

hA~x!5h̄A,B
b ~x!, hB~x!5h̄B,A

b ~x!. ~10!

These states together span the complete phase space,
system can never stay in the intermediate region betweeA
andB forever. The overall statesA andB do not sensitively
depend on the definition of stable stateA andB as long as it
is reasonably. Of course, the stable regions should not o
lap, and each trajectory between the stable states must
true rare event for the reaction we are interested in. In a
tion, the probability that after this event the reverse react
occurs shortly thereafter must be as unlikely as an enti
new event. In other words, the system must be committe
the stable states. Therefore, a reasonable definition ofA and
B requires that they should lie completely inside the basin
attraction of the respective two states13 ~see also Ref. 9!.
Special care has to be taken with this condition for proces
which show many recrossings between stateA andB before
settling down. Such processes can occur in solution o
dilute gases. For instance, for organic reactions in aque
solution, a rare specific hydrogen bonded network can lo
the bond-breaking barrier and initiate the reaction. If the li
time of those rare solvation structures is high, a sudden
verse reaction can occur as the barrier for the backward
action is also lowered by the same amount.14–16 A similar
phenomenon can happen in dilute gasses for which
spontaneous fluctuations in the kinetic energy are the m
driving force. A particle moving from one state to anoth
due to a very high kinetic energy as result of sequence
collisions can cross the potential energy barrier several ti
before it will dissipate its energy by a new collision and rel
into one of the stable states~see, e.g., Refs. 17, 18!. These
problems can in principle be solved by an adequate choic
the stable state definitions. For instance, the definition
depend explicitly on the presence of certain hydrogen bo
or on kinetic energy terms.

With our definition of overall statesA and B we can
write down our rate equation in the spirit of Eq.~4!,

kAB5
^hA~x0!ḣB~x0!&

^hA~x0!&
, ~11!

where the dot denotes the time derivative taken att50. This
rate expression does not depend on time although the ev
ation of the characteristic functions still requires integrat
of the equations of motion. The transition fromA into B
takes place when the system coming fromA will cross the
interfacelB for the first time~see Fig. 2!. After this event the
system will stay inB. Equation~11! counts therefore only the
first crossing through interfacelB and is hence equivalent t
the effective positive flux expression,
Downloaded 14 Jan 2008 to 134.58.253.57. Redistribution subject to AIP
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kAB5
^hA~x0!l̇~x0!u~ l̇~x0!!d~l~x0!2lB!&

^hA~x0!&

5 lim
Dt→0

1

Dt

^hA~x0!u~lB2l~x0!!u~l~xDt!2lB!&

^hA~x0!&
.

~12!

Note the similarity with Eq.~1!. Strictly speakingu(lB

2l(x0)) is redundant in Eq.~12! as hA(x0)50 if u(lB

2l(x0))Þ1. The last expression in Eq.~12! is most suitable
for a numerical approach withDt as the time step in a mo
lecular dynamics simulation. Evaluation of Eq.~12! requires
counting all phase space points which att50 are just about
to cross interfacelB in one time stepandwill enter regionA
before B when integrating backward in time starting fro
x0 . Unfortunately, Eq.~12! is not very efficient from a com-
putational point of view because only a very small fracti
of phase points close to interfacelB actually belong toA,
leading to poor statistics. We can enhance the statistical
curacy by relating the flux throughlB to the flux through an
interface closer toA. We therefore introduce a set ofn non-
intersecting interfacesl1 ,l2 ,l3 ,...,ln , each interfacel i

closer toA than the next interfacel i 11 ~see Fig. 3!. We
define the corresponding phase space regionsVl i

[$xul(x)
.l i%. In this wayVlB

is equivalent to our stable stateB,
while VlA

is the phase space outside stable stateA. By in-
troducing the following definition:

FA,l i
~x0![ lim

Dt→0

1

Dt
h̄A,Vl i

b ~x0!u~l i2l~x0!!

3u~l~xDt!2l i !), ~13!

Equation~12! reduces to

FIG. 2. Example of phase space regions in TIS. Thin solid curves denote
free energy contour lines.q1 and q2 are two arbitrary projections of the
degrees of freedom.A andB are the two stable states. The dots on the th
shown trajectories indicate the positions of the system at successive
steps. The overall stateA and B are indicated by black and white dots
respectively. Only one trajectory starts inA and ends inB and is therefore a
true reactive event. The system changes from stateA into B when it enters
regionB for the first time. It can leave stable regionB shortly thereafter, but
never go back toA in a short time. The stable regions have to be chosen
fulfill that condition.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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kAB5^FA,lB
&/^hA&, ~14!

where^FA,l i
& denotes the effective positive flux through i

terfacel i . The rate constant is thus equal to the effect
positive flux through interfacelB with the condition the tra-
jectories came directly from A. Note again that
^FA,lA

&/^hA& is equal to the TST rate expression in Eq.~1!

in casel* 5lA5lB . The effective flux̂ FA,l i
& can now be

related to the effective flux̂FA,l i 21
& through an interface

l i 21 closer toA by ~see Appendix!

^FA,l i
~x0!&5^h̄Vl i

,A
f ~x0!&FA,l i 21

3^FA,l i 21
~x0!&, ~15!

where ^¯&FA,l i 21
denotes the ensemble average over

phase space pointsx0 for which FA,l i 21
(x0)Þ0. The factor

^h̄Vl i
,A

f (x0)&FA,l i 21
[P(l i ul i 21) is the conditional probabil-

ity that a trajectory, coming fromA, passesl i , given the fact
that it has passed the interfacel i 21 at an earlier time. By
recursively substituting Eq.~15! into Eq. ~14! the rate con-
stant can be expressed as a product of conditional proba
ties,

kAB5
^FA,l1

&

^hA& )
i 51

n21

^h̄Vl i 11
,A

f &FA,l i
^h̄B,A

f &FA,ln

[
^FA,l1

&

^hA& )
i 51

n21

P~l i 11ul i !P~lBuln!

5
^FA,l1

&

^hA&
^h̄B,A

f &FA,l1
[

^FA,l1
&

^hA&
P~lBul1!. ~16!

This expression is the central equation for TIS. Instead
just calculating the individual terms in the product of E
~16! we can equivalently determine a continuous cross
probability functionP(lul1) for l betweenl1 andlB . This
is reminiscent of umbrella sampling where a free energy

FIG. 3. Example of the division of the phase space by interfaces.A andB
are the stable state regions with interfaceslA and lB . The interfaces
l1¯l6 correspond to a calculation of Eq.~16! with n56. The dashed lines
are the subinterfaces in between. Four trajectories are shown correspo
to a P(l4ul3) ensemble calculation. On each trajectory thex0 time slice is

indicated with a circle. Black circles correspond toh̄Vl4
,A

f (x0)50 and white

circles correspond toh̄Vl4
,A

f (x0)51.
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ference is usually estimated as a function of a continu
parameterl.10 When calculating the ensemble average
P(l i ul i 21) we can also evaluateP(lul i 21) for interfacesl
betweenl i 21 andl i by dividing the phase space into a fin
grid of sub interfaces~see Fig. 3!. In this way we acquire
useful information without significant extra cost, and, in a
dition, a measure for the convergence of the ensemble a
ages. The final monotonically decreasing crossing proba
ity function P(lul1) can be obtained by matching th
histograms from the different ensemble simulations. Te
niques commonly applied in umbrella sampling such as ov
lapping windows between two successive ensemble aver
and the use of biasing functions can also be employed h

III. THE TRANSITION INTERFACE
SAMPLING ALGORITHM

Inspection of Eq.~16! clearly shows that the TIS rat
constant calculation is also a two step procedure. The
step, the effective flux̂ FA,l1

&/^hA& can be computed by
simply running a MD simulation starting with a configura
tion in A and counting the number of effective crossings. F
an interfacel1 close enough to stable stateA one can obtain
a statistically accurate value.

The second part of the calculation consists of evaluat
the product of theP(l i 11ul i) ensemble averages for th
different interfacesl i in Eq. ~16!. Here we need to sampl
all paths from regionA to eitherA or Vl i 11

that exhibit at
least one crossing with interfacel i . The Monte Carlo moves
in TIS are very similar to the shooting move used in the T
algorithm. The main difference is that the backward and f
ward integration is abandoned as soon as the edge of eithA
or Vl i 11

is reached. If the new path is accepted there is o
one phase pointx along this path for whichFA,l i

(x)Þ0,
defining phase space pointx0 . The shifting moves that were
required in the original TPS implementation to enable pro
sampling and improve statistical accuracy are here unne
sary.

To bootstrap the sampling procedure we first generate
initial path that starts inA, then crosses the interfacel i and
finally ends in eitherA or Vl i 11

~see, for more details on
initial path generation, Ref. 9!. The phase space pointx0 is
then defined as the first crossing point of this path with
terface l i . Further, lett5 int(t/Dt) be the discrete time
slice index, and tb[ int(tA

b(x0)/Dt) and t f

[ int(tAøVl i 11

f (x0)/Dt) the forward and backward termina

time slice indices, respectively. Includingx0 , the initial path
then consists ofN(o)5tb1t f11 time slices. With these
definitions in mind is the TIS algorithm as follows:

~1! From the current path with lengthN(o) choose a random
time slicet, with 2tb<t<t f .

~2! Change all momenta ofxtDt by adding small random
displacementsdp from a Gaussian distribution. Mak
sure the total momentum is conserved.9

~3! In case of a constant energy~NVE! simulation, rescale
the new momenta to the old energy value and contin
with step ~4!. In case of constant temperature~NVT!

ing
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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accept the new momenta~else reject the whole TIS
move! with a probability10

min@1,exp~b~E~xtDt
(o) !2E~xtDt

(n) !!!#.

Here, E(x) is the total energy of the system at pha
space pointx.

~4! Integrate equations of motion backward in time by
versing the momenta at time slicet, until reaching either
A or Vl i 11

. Reject in the case ofVl i 11
else continue

with the next step.
~5! Integrate from time slicet forward until reaching either

A or Vl i 11
. Reject if the entire trial path does not cro

the interfacel i , else continue with the next step.
~6! Accept the trial path with a probability

minF1,
N(o)

N(n)G ,
where N(n) is the length of the new path. If accepte
replace the old path with the new one.

~7! Reassignx0 to be the first crossing point withl i and
sample the value ofh̄Vl i 11

,A
f (x0) to measureP(l i 11ul i).

~8! Repeat from step~1!.

As usual in Monte Carlo schemes, any rejection alo
this route implies counting the old path again in the e
semble average. The acceptance probabilities at step~3! and
step~6! are required to satisfy the detailed balance condit
~see, e.g., Ref. 10!.

Instead of generating a complete path and then accep
or rejecting accordingly to the probability at step~6!, it is
more efficient to determine a maximum path length in a
vance. Before embarking on the time consuming fourth a
fifth step, we first take a uniform random numbera between
0 and 1 and determine the maximum allowed path length

Nmax
(n) 5 int~N(o)/a!. ~17!

In this way we can directly stop the integration and reject
TIS move as soon the path lengthN(n) exceeds the maximum
Nmax

(n) . In the course of the TIS simulation the pathleng
fluctuates. This also means that the average path length
comes automatically shorter when changing from ensem
averageP(l i 11ul i) to ensemble averageP(l i ul i 21) closer
to A.

The algorithm presented here does not require shif
moves because there is only one uniquex0 phase point along
each pathway. However, one could consider the use of p
reversal moves as they have negligible computational
and can sometimes facilitate ergodic sampling.9

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. The model

We tested the TIS algorithm on a simple diatom
bistable molecule immersed in a fluid of purely repulsi
particles. Such a system has previously been used in i
trating TPS rate constant calculations7 and is therefore a
good starting point for a comparison between the two me
ods. The system consists ofN particles in two dimensions
Downloaded 14 Jan 2008 to 134.58.253.57. Redistribution subject to AIP
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with interactions given by a pairwise Lennard-Jones~LJ! po-
tential truncated and shifted at the minimum, often refer
to as the Weeks–Chandler–Andersen~WCA! potential,19

VWCA~r !5H 4e@~r /s!2122~r /s!26#1e if r<r 0

0 if r .r 0 ,
~18!

wherer is the interatomic distance, andr 0[21/6s. Through-
out this section reduced units are used so thate and s, re-
spectively, the LJ energy and length parameters, as we
the mass of the particles are equal to unity. The LJ unit
time (ms2/e)1/2 is therefore also unity. In addition, two o
the N particles are interacting through a double well pote
tial,

Vdw~r !5hF12
~r 2r 02w!2

w2 G2

. ~19!

This function has two minima separated by a barrier
height h corresponding to the two stable states of the m
ecule: a compact state forr 5r 0 and extended state forr
5r 012w. For a high enough barrier, transitions between
states become rare and the rate constant is well defi
Hence, this system provides a useful test case for the
and TIS algorithms.

The system is simulated at a constant energyE in a
simulation square box with periodic boundary condition
The total linear momentum is conserved and is set zero
all trajectories. The equations of motion are integrated us
the velocity Verlet algorithm with a time stepDt50.002. As
in Ref. 7 we focus here on the computation of the rate c
stant for the isomerization reaction of the dimer from t
compact state to the extended state. In the following sec
we describe general simulation details. In Sec. IV C we d
cuss the results for a system with a high enough barrie
avoid recrossings. Subsequently, we reproduce the sim
tions from Ref. 7 in Sec. IV D. These results do show
crossings, and we discuss the consequences for TPS and

B. Methodology

The TPS rate constant calculation evaluates the two
tors in Eq.~6! separately as explained in Sec. II B. The fir
term in Eq.~6! is the ratio between the plateau value of t
reactive flux correlation function̂ḣB(T)&A,HB(T) and the cor-
rection ^hB(t8)&A,HB(T) . The second termC(t8) requires an
umbrella sampling simulation in the form of a series of wi
dow calculations. An order parameter is chosen to define
characteristic functions of the stable states and to parti
phase space in windows for the umbrella sampling. Besi
shooting and shifting Monte Carlo moves to generate n
paths in the transition path sampling we also employ adif-
fusionmove that shifts the path by one time slice in arbitra
direction. This move is computationally very cheap but
creases the statistics of the correlation functions. In all
simulations we therefore set the percentages for shoot
shifting and diffusion to 5%, 10%, and 85%, respective
The parameters involved are always gaged such that the
ceptance ratio is around 40% for shooting and shift
moves, ensuring an optimum efficiency of the sampling.7
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The TIS method involves a direct determination of t
flux and the calculation of the crossing probability functio
P(l i ul i 21) between a series of successive interfaces
given by Eq.~16!. The flux term in Eq.~16! is computed by
means of a straightforward MD simulation starting in stateA
and counting the number of effective positive crossin
through interfacel1 , i.e., when the trajectory is directl
coming fromA. The second term in Eq.~16! is computed
using the TIS algorithm of Sec. III. The basic requiremen
a definition of a set of interfaces partitioning the phase spa
Between these interfaces we defined a finer grid of subin
faces to construct the crossing probability functionP(lul1).
As in the TPS calculation we adjusted the momentum d
placement for the shooting move to give an acceptance
about 40%.

Many parameters are involved in the two methods and
compare the relative efficiency we measured the CPU-t
required for an arbitrary fixed error of 2.5% for each step
both the TPS and TIS calculations under the same comp
tional conditions~1 GHz AMD Athlon!. In both methods the
final rate constant consists of a product of factors which h
to be calculated independently. For each factor we perform
M simulation blocks ofN Monte Carlo cycles and adjuste
N such that afterM block averages the relative standa
deviation of each term in Eqs.~4! and ~11! was 2.5%. The
total CPU time is given by summing the individual 2.5
error CPU times for each factor. The final error in the ra
constants is obtained by the standard propagation rules u
all simulation results~i.e., not only the ones for the 2.5%
error CPU time calculation!.

C. System with high energy barrier

This system had a total number of particlesN525, and
a total energyE525. The square simulation box was a
justed to give a number density of 0.7. The barrier hei
was h515 and the width-parameterw50.5, so that the
minima ofVdw(r ) were located atr .1.12 andr .2.12 while
the top of the barrier was atr .1.62. In the TPS rate calcu
lation we defined stable statesA and B as r ,r A51.5 and
r .r B51.74, respectively. We computed the correlati
function ^hB(t)&A,HB(T) using TPS with a fixed path lengt
T52.0. The correlation function is shown in Fig. 4 togeth
with its time derivative, the reactive flux. The latter functio
clearly displays a plateau. Next, we chose four differentt8
50.1,0.3,1.0,2.0 and performed umbrella sampling simu
tions using 8 windows to calculateC(t8). In each window
we measured the probability to find the path’s end po
r (t8) at a certain value ofr . These probability histogram
were rematched and normalized. The final probability fu
tions are shown in Fig. 5. Integration of the area under
histogram belonging to region B leads toC(t8) and finally to
the rate constant.7 In Table I we give the values of the dif
ferent contributions to the rate constant given by Eq. 6,
gether with the rate constant. We report the average rela
computation time needed to reach the 2.5% error~see Sec.
IV B ! in Table II.

For the TIS calculations we use the same order par
eterr and the same definition for regionB, i.e., interfacelB
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is set atr 51.74. Stable stateA was defined by settinglA

5l1 at r 51.24. This interface is closer to the basin of a
traction than the TPS stable state definition but yields
higher flux term ^FA,l1

&/^hA& and gives better statistics
Note that the different definition of stable stateA does not
change the final rate constant, as the overall stateA does not
sensitively depends on this definition. The flux term is c
culated by straightforward NVE MD. AslA is equal tol1

every positive crossing of this interface is counted in the fl

FIG. 4. TPS correlation function̂hB(t)&A,HB(T) ~top! and its time derivative
~bottom! for the system with high energy barrier. The error is comparable
line thickness.

FIG. 5. TPS probability distributionsP(r ,t8) for four t850.1,0.3,1.0,2.0 for
the high energy barrier. The probabilityP(r ,t8) is the chance that a path o
length t8 and starting inA will have the end point conformation with a
diatomic distancer . The graph is the result of the matching of eight windo
calculations. These eight windows are defined asr ,1.19, 1.18,r ,1.28,
1.27,r ,1.35, 1.34,r ,1.40, 1.39,r ,1.47, 1.46,r ,1.54, 1.53,r
,1.75, r .1.74. The errors on the histogram points are within the sym
size.
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because all trajectories must by default come directly fr
A. The conditional crossing probabilitiesP(l i 11ul i) in Eq.
~16! are calculated forn55 interfaces between the stab
states~see Fig. 6!. Between these interfaces we impose
finer grid to obtain the entire crossing probability functio
The results for each stage and the final rate constant
shown in Table I. The rate constants of both methods ag
within the statistical accuracy, showing that the TIS meth
is correct. In Table II we give the relative computation tim
to reach the 2.5% error for each term.

In comparing both methods we have to recall that
efficiency of TPS depends strongly on the choice oft8. On
the one hand the umbrella calculation ofC(t8) is much faster
for low values oft8. But on the other hand the error in th
correction term̂ hB(t8)&A,HB(T) increases for lowert8. As a
result there is an optimumt8 for the error/CPU-time ratio, in
this case approximately att850.3. Even for this optimized
situation the TIS calculation is about two times faster. O
could object that the correlation function in Fig. 4 h
reached a plateau fort51.5 already, reducing the TPS com
putation time by a factor 3/4. But the choice for a path len
T51.5 cannot be taken withouta priori knowledge. The first
term in Eq. ~6! implicitly depends on the path lengthT.
ChangingT would alter the ensemble and might result in
different shape of the flux correlation function. We did n
check this in detail, but we believe thatT cannot be chosen
much smaller without introducing systematic errors. Furth

TABLE I. Comparison of rate constants for the high energy barrier, co
puted with TPS at differentt8 and TIS. Contributing factors from Eq.~6!
and Eq.~16! are also given.

TPS

t8

^ḣB~T!&AB

^hB~t8!&AB C(t8)/10213 kA→B/10213

0.1 33006100 0.001860.0001 6.060.5
0.3 7.5460.03 0.7660.02 5.860.1
1.0 1.23660.005 4.860.3 5.960.4
2.0 0.55360.002 11.460.9 6.360.5

TIS
^FA,l1

&/^hA& P(lBul1)/10213 kA→B/10213

0.119660.0005 4961 5.960.2
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more, we emphasize here that we put much more effor
optimizing the TPS algorithm by tuningt8, the windows, the
ratio between shooting, shifting and diffusion moves than
did for TIS.

Figure 7 shows the histograms of path lengths for e
TIS ensemble calculation and shows why TIS is faster. Sa
pling paths of fixed length with TPS results in spending u
necessary computation time inside the initial and final sta
regionsA andB. In the TIS algorithm instead every path
adapted to its minimum length. Bringing the interface
closer toA reduces these transition times. TIS optimizes
self during the simulation.

D. System with low energy barrier

In order to compare with previous results, we adop
the parameters from Ref. 7. The total number of partic

FIG. 6. TIS crossing probabilityP(lul1)5^h̄Vl ,A
f &FA,l1

as function ofl

5r for the system with a high energy barrier. The function is computed
matching the five interface ensemble calculations. These interfaces
chosen atl151.24,l251.34,l351.40,l451.46, andl551.52. The error
on the points is within symbol size. The inset is an enlargement in lin
scale of the last part of the function. We clearly detect a horizontal plat
when approachinglB .

-

zed to th
TABLE II. Comparison of CPU-times required for the 2.5% error at each stage for the system with the high energy barrier. The times are renormalie
TIS total computation time. W1 to W8 denote the different windows used in the calculation, Intl1 to Int l5 denote the interface ensemble calculations.

TPS

t8

^ḣB~T!&AB

^hB~t8!&AB W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 Total

0.1 11.0 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.04 0.23 0.27 1.3 0.01 13.01
0.3 0.2 0.01 0.14 0.28 0.13 0.58 0.43 0.19 0.02 1.98
1.0 0.1 1.7 1.7 0.9 0.6 3.0 2.6 6.4 0.2 17.2
2.0 0.1 0.03 1.8 4.5 4.4 15.3 8.0 20.3 0.6 55.03

TIS
^FA,l1

&/^hA& Int l1 Int l2 Int l3 Int l4 Int l5 Total time

0.07 0.265 0.09 0.15 0.21 0.215 1
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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was N59, the total energy wasE59 and the square simu
lation box was adjusted for a number density of 0.6. T
barrier height ish56 and the width-parameter isw50.25.
Minima are atr .1.12 andr .1.62, while the top of the
barrier is atr .1.37. This barrier is much lower than in th
previous section resulting in more frequent transitions.
approximate rate constant could even be achieved
straightforward MD simulations.

For the TPS calculations we defined the stable stateA
andB by r ,r A51.30 andr .r B51.45, respectively.7 Using
standard TPS simulation we computed the correlation fu
tion ^hB(t)&A,HB(T) with a total path lengthT52 ~shown in

Fig. 8!. Next, we measured the probability histograms to fi
the paths end point at a certain order parameter valuer for
four different times t850.1, 0.4, 0.8, 2.0, using five
windows7 ~see Fig. 9!. As described in the previous sectio
matching the probability histograms and subsequent inte
tion leads toC(t8). The resulting final rate constants, show
in Table III, are comparable with the results of Ref. 7, b
more accurate. We will discuss these values after giving
results of the TIS.

Figure 10 shows that fast recrossings can occur for a
barrier, implying thatr alone is not sufficient as an orde
parameter to define the stable states in the simulations.
parently, this does not effect the TPS results much, but
very important for TIS because of the assumption that sta
region B is really stable and recrossings do not take place
ensure the stability of the TIS stable states we chose a
order parameter that not only depends on the interato

distancer in the dimer but also on a kinetic term, given byṙ .
The stable states can then be defined by

FIG. 7. HistogramsP(L) of path lengthL for each ensemble, computed fo
the system with the high energy barrier. Inset~a! is an enlargement of the
bottom left area, where windows 2, 3, 4 display a second peak. They
resent that small fraction of paths that are able to cross all the interface
to the rightmost interface and do not have to return to A~cf. the trajectories
with the white circle in Fig. 3!. Inset~b!: average path length in each win
dow. At variance with TPS the TIS algorithm adapts the path length to
ensemble. In going from interface 5 to interface 1 one gets closer to staA
and the path length shortens accordingly.
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ṙ

4
1Vdw~r !,

xPA if r ,1.37 and Ed~r , ṙ !<1.5, ~20!

xPB if r .1.37 and Ed~r , ṙ !<1.5,

whereEd is the sum of the kinetic and potential energy of t
dimer that has a reduced mass of 1/2. In the$r , ṙ % plane these

p-
up

e

FIG. 8. TPS correlation function̂hB(t)&A,HB(T) ~top! and its time derivative
~bottom! for the system with low energy barrier. The error is comparable
line thickness.

FIG. 9. TPS probability distributionsP(r ,t8) for four t850.1, 0.4, 0.8, 2.0
for the system with low energy barrier.P(r ,t8) is defined as in Fig. 5. The
graph is the result of the matching of five window calculations. These
window calculations are defined asr ,1.22, 1.21,r ,1.26, 1.25,r
,1.30, 1.29,r ,1.46, r .1.45. The errors on the histogram points a
within the symbol size.
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stable states form a D-shape and an inverse D-shape re
for A and B, respectively~see Fig. 11!. Crossing the inter-
facelA or lB implies that the vibrational energy is decreas
below the threshold,Ed51.5. This threshold is made low
enough to make fast recrossings to the other state unlik
However, if we would have chosen it too low the pat
would have become very long. We evaluated the cross
probability function in Eq.~16! for n53 interfaces. The en
tire crossing probability function was obtained by partitio
ing the phase space in subinterfaces of the formr 5l and
Ed(r , ṙ )5l as shown in Fig. 11. Note that in TIS multid
mensional or multiple order parameters can be used in
simulation without a problem. This is more difficult in TPS
where a proper mapping of the complete phase space i
quired. Figure 12 shows the final rematched crossing pr
ability. The monotonically decreasing function tends to rea
a plateau on approaching the last interface. The last two
ues are not exactly equal but differ by 0.03%, indicating t

FIG. 10. Intramolecular distance of the dimer as function of time from
straightforward MD simulation for the system with the low energy barr
Horizontal dashed line at 1.37 corresponds to the top of the potential ba
Horizontal dashed lines at 1.3 and 1.45 correspond to the TPS state d
tions of Ref. 7. Insets are enlargements of four typical events on a sca
10. ~1! and~4! correspond to true reactive events,A→B andB→A, respec-
tively, while ~2! and ~3! are nontrue, fast recrossing events. In particu
event~3! shows capricious behavior with many crossings of the barrier.
figure shows a clear separation of time scales,tmol;1 andt rxn;1000.

TABLE III. Comparison of rate constants for the low energy barrier co
puted with TPS at differentt8 and with TIS, including the contributing
factors from Eq.~6! and Eq.~16!, respectively.

TPS

t8

^ḣB~T!&AB

^hB~t8!&AB C(t8)/1025 kA→B/1025

0.1 47.360.2 1.40860.007 6.6760.04
0.4 2.50560.007 2.6760.01 6.6860.03
0.8 1.24060.003 5.4260.05 6.7260.07
2.0 0.50760.001 13.960.2 7.0360.09

TIS

^FA,l1
&

^hA& ^h̄B,A
f &FA,l1

/1025 kA→B/1025

0.233460.0003 29.660.2 6.9060.06
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a small fraction of the paths crossing the one but last s
interface still succeed to return toA without crossinglB .
This difference is comparable with the chance of a new
dependent transition~given by the rate constant!. Note that
without the kinetic energy definition for the stable states E
~20!, the final crossing probability and thus the rate const
would have been overestimated by a factor 5/4.

For the effective flux̂ FA,l1
&/^hA& calculation we per-

formed MD simulations as described in Sec IV B. In contra
to the high barrier case,l1 is not equallA , and not all
positive crossings withl1 are effective crossings. We
counted only the first crossing when the system left regionA
and waited until the system fell back to regionA before

.
er.
ni-
of

,
e

FIG. 11. One calculated path of the low energy barrier system shown in
$r , ṙ % plane. The vertical solid lines are the interfacel1 , l2 , andl3 . The
curveslA and lB are the boundaries of the TIS stable states. The das
lines are the subinterfaces. The path starts at the dot onlA and crosses the
barrier three times before dissipating its energy and relaxing into stateB.

FIG. 12. The crossing probabilityP(lul1) for the system with the low
energy barrier. The function is computed by matching ensemble calcula
with interfacesl1 at r 51.20,l2 at r 51.26, andl3 at r 51.32. The inset is
an enlargement of the final part. The function is converging to a plateau
has not yet reached it. The different values of the last points are due to
presence of fast recrossings. The error is inside the symbol size.
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TABLE IV. Comparison of CPU times required for the 2.5% error at each stage for the system with th
energy barrier. The times are renormalized to the TIS total computation time.

TPS

t8

^ḣB~T!&AB

^hB~t8!&AB W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 Total

0.1 0.68 0.03 0.009 0.01 0.1 0.001 0.83
0.4 0.4 0.09 0.03 0.04 0.25 0.01 0.82
0.8 0.28 0.21 0.07 0.11 1.5 0.04 2.21
2.0 0.35 0.28 0.38 0.93 7.27 0.14 9.35

TIS

^FA,l1
&

^hA&

Int l1 Int l2 Int l3 Total

0.015 0.085 0.45 0.45 1
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counting a new crossing. As the MD trajectory sometim
displayed a spontaneous transition to regionB, we stopped
the simulation and started again by replacing the system
randomized configuration ofA. Table III shows the final val-
ues and the corresponding errors of these calculations.
relative computation time for each term is detailed
Table IV.

If we compare the final results of Table III we see th
the efficiency of TIS is more than nine times better than
TPS efficiency fort852, and more than two times bette
than TPS value fort850.8. But the TPSt850.1 and t8
50.4 efficiencies are about 20% better than TIS. When
compare the rate constants, however, we notice that the
results for differentt8 do not agree. Among the TPS ra
constants only thet852 case is consistent with the TIS re
sult. We believe that thet850.1 andt850.4 results suffer
from systematic errors. For instance, for the shorter paths
TPS simulations might not be completely ergodic. Anoth
explanation might be that a path length ofT52 is too short
to allow convergence of the reactive flux. In the TIS calc
lation the average path length in the three interface sim
tions, from the closest toB to the closest toA, is, respec-
tively, 7.4, 4.3, and 0.63; much longer than the TPS p
length ~see Fig. 13!. It is therefore surprising that the TP
approach with the simple stable state definition and v
short paths still gives approximately the right rate consta
And indeed, when we computed the TPS correlation funct
with the TIS state definitions Eq.~20!, we found that the path
length had to be at leastT520 to see a plateau. We think th
TPS works even with the simple state definitions and
short paths because both positive flux and negative
terms contribute to Eq.~6!. The TPS algorithm collects man
paths of which some are not real transitions, but fast recr
ings. The cancellation of positive and negative terms of th
fast recrossing paths ensure the~almost! correct final out-
come. In TIS each path must be true transition event
contributes as a positive term in rate Eq.~16!, enhancing the
convergence. This explains that the CPU time for the T
calculation despite the much longer paths is still compara
with TPS one for lowt8. We note that the path ensemb
using the more strict stable state definition is of course m
useful in the analysis of the reaction mechanism.

For a more accurate comparison of the computation t
n 2008 to 134.58.253.57. Redistribution subject to AIP
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we must keep the systematic errors lower than the statis
errors. In other words, we have to make sure that the res
are converged. To test the convergence of the flux correla
function in TPS we can derive the following equality fro
Eq. ~6!,

^hB~ t8!&A,HB(T)

^hB~ t9!&A,HB(T)
5

C~ t8!

C~ t9!
. ~21!

This equation is valid for anyt8,t9,T if T is large enough.
We found that the equality does not hold for the system w
the low barrier, indicating thatT is too low in the TPS cal-
culation. Further examination of the flux correlation functio
^hB(t8)&A,HB(T) reveals that the apparent plateau has in fac
small positive slope. Calculations for higher values ofT sug-
gest that one has to increase the path length at leastT
58 to convergence to a plateau. With this in mind we thi
that the TIS computation is about a factor 5 more efficie
than the TPS algorithm for the model system with the lo
barrier.

FIG. 13. Path length distributionP(L) for each interface ensemble in th
low energy barrier system. The inset shows the average path length in
ensemble.
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V. CONCLUSION

We developed a novel method, named transition in
face sampling, for the calculation of rate constants based
transition path sampling concepts. Just as the original tra
tion path sampling, the new method enables the calcula
of rate constants of transitions between stable states s
rated by high free energy barriers without prior knowledge
the reaction coordinate. The new algorithm is different
spirit from the rate constant calculation that was introduc
in Refs. 6, 7. In TPS the time correlation functio
^hA(x0)hB(xt)&/^hA& is determined for a single time usin
an umbrella sampling scheme followed by a calculation
the reactive flux prefactor in a separate path sampling si
lation. The path length used in this simulation has to be lo
enough for the plateau to be reached. The TIS method a
cated here calculates the rate constant by measuring
fluxes through a number of different interfaces and relat
the flux through one interface to the next one. The big
vantage of a flux instead of a correlation function is th
trajectories going through the interfaces all contribute to
rate, whereas in TPS there are recrossings to be counte
addition, the new method improves the original TPS meth
on a several other points. Once the interface is reached
integration of motion can be stopped instead of going all
way to regionB. In this way the TIS algorithm adapts itse
to the optimal path length. One does not have to optimize
new method as much as TPS, where one has to find
optimal t8 value and a proper balance between shooting
shifting. Besides being faster, the concept of calculatin
flux comes natural with the rate constant definition, a
implementation of the algorithm is hence simpler. Also, m
tidimensional or even discrete order parameters can easi
implemented in TIS. In the illustrative example we show
that we can obtain an increase in efficiency of at leas
factor of 2–5 with respect to the TPS method used in Ref

However, one has to be more careful in the definitions
the stable states, meaning that stable states have to be
stable. In TPS the choice of stable states is a bit more flex
as the final rate constant consists of cancellation of posi
and negative terms. In Sec. IV D we showed how this pr
lem for TIS can be solved by defining stable regions t
explicitly depend on kinetic energy terms.

In summary, we believe that the TIS algorithm can ma
the rate constant calculation of many processes feasible
were hitherto difficult to obtain. For instance, chemical re
tions in solution, isomerization of clusters, and conform
tional transitions in biomolecules. In a future publication w
will report on these, more complex, applications.
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APPENDIX: FLUX RELATION

In this Appendix we show how the effective fluxFA,l i

can be related to the effective fluxFA,l i 21
through an inter-

face l i 21 closer toA. If at time t50 a trajectory passe
interface l i while having started inA some time earlier,
there must always be a unique time when it passed inter
l i 21 for the first time. Therefore we can write

FA,l i
~x0!5FA,l i

~x0!E
0

tAøVl i

b (x0)
dt FA,l i 21

~x2t! ~A1!

and hence,

^FA,l i
~x0!&

5E
0

`

dt^FA,l i 21
~x2t!FA,l i

~x0!u~ tAøVl i

b ~x0!2t !&

5E
0

`

dt^FA,l i 21
~x0!FA,l i

~xt!u~ tAøVl i

b ~xt!2t !&

5K FA,l i 21
~x0!E

0

`

dtFA,l i
~xt!u~ tAøVl i

b ~xt!2t !L
5K FA,l i 21

~x0!E
0

tAøVl i

f (x0)
dtFA,l i

~xt!L
5^FA,l i 21

~x0!h̄Vl i
,A

f ~x0!&. ~A2!

The one, but last equation, follows because for each ph
point x and phase space regionV it can be shown thatt
.tV

f (x)⇒tV
b ( f (x,t))<t⇒u(tV

b ( f (x,t))2t)50. We rewrite
the last expression of Eq.~A2! as a different ensemble ave
age,

^FA,l i 21
~x0!h̄Vl i

,A
f ~x0!&

5

^FA,l i 21
~x0!h̄Vl i

,A
f ~x0!&

^FA,l i 21
~x0!&

3^FA,l i 21
~x0!&

[^h̄Vl i
,A

f ~x0!&FA,l i 21
3^FA,l i 21

~x0!&, ~A3!

where ^¯&FA,l i 21
denotes the ensemble average over

phase pointsx0 for which FA,l i 21
(x0)Þ0. The last equality

gives rise to Eq.~15!.
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